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INTRODUCTION

METHODS CONT’D

Falls are the leading cause of hospitalization for older adults (OA:
over 65 years of age) and typically occur during activities of daily
living, such as stair descent, which has one of the highest fall risks
and rate of serious injury for OA [1].

Biomechanical Data: During each trial, filtered (lowpass, 12 Hz, 4th
order Butterworth) marker and GRF data were processed in Visual3D
(C-Motion, Rockville, MD) to obtain ML COM displacement during
stance phase (0% - 100%).

An OA's compromised neuromuscular function leads them to walk
slower with shorter, wider strides and exhibit deficits in postural
stability, i.e, inconsistent COM control, than young adults (YA: 19-25
years of age) during activities of daily living [2].

ML COM Displacement: Was calculated as the maximum minus the
minimum COM distance from the direction of progression exhibited
during stance [3]. Specifically, COM was defined as the midpoint
between right and left posterior superior iliac spines, while the
direction of progression was defined as the vector connecting the
COM position in the first and last frames of the trial (Fig. 2).

OA present larger compensatory strategies to reduce the likelihood
of falling, such as larger, faster and more variable medio-lateral (ML)
COM displacement, but it is unclear whether their reduced
neuromuscular function compromises their ability to successfully
respond to external challenges, such as uneven or slick surfaces,
when performing daily activities.

PURPOSE
To determine the ML COM displacement for both OA and YA during
a stair descent on a normal, uneven, and slick surfaces.

METHODS
Participants: 13 (6 YA / 7 OA) adults had ML COM displacement
quantified during a stair descent (Table 1).
Table 1: Mean (SD) demographics for young and older adult cohorts.
YA
OA

N
6
7

Age (yrs)
21.3 ± 2.9
68.9 ± 2.9

Ht (m)
1.74 ± 3.9
1.71 ± 0.1

Wt (kg)
75.9 ±16.2
73.6 ± 16.9

Stair Descent Task: Required participants perform three trials at a selfselected pace, where they walked downstairs (rise of 17.5 cm) onto a
force platform.

Figure 4: Mean ± SD for minimum of ML COM displacement for
both OA and YA on each (normal, uneven and slick) surface.
No significant effect of surface or age was evident for maximum ML
COM displacement (p > 0.05) (Fig. 5).
Figure 2: Depicts the displacement of mid-PSIS (COM) point during
the stance phase (0% - 100%).
Statistical Analysis: ML COM displacement measures were
submitted to a RM ANOVA to test the main effect and interaction
between surface (normal, uneven, and slick) and age (YA and OA).

RESULTS
A significant surface by age interaction for range (p = 0.006) of ML
COM displacement were observed (Fig. 3). The OA exhibited a
significant increase in range of ML displacement on the uneven
compared to normal (p = 0.022) and slick (p = 0.008) surface,
whereas the surface (p > 0.05) had no impact on YA range of ML
displacement.

B.

Figure 5: Mean ± SD for maximum of ML COM displacement for
both OA and YA on each (normal, uneven and slick) surface.

CONCLUSION
Descending stairs with challenging surfaces (uneven and slick) led
to greater ML COM displacement for OA, but not YA. While there
are many factors that contribute to fall risk, the current OA
participants exhibit ML COM displacement that may alter fall risk
when descending stairs with slick and uneven surfaces.

Stair Surface: A different surface (normal, uneven or slick) was fixed on
top of the force platform (Fig. 1).
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Figure 3: Mean ± SD range of ML COM displacement for both OA and YA
on each (normal, uneven and slick) surface.

Figure 1: Depicts the the normal (A), uneven (B), and slick (C)
surfaces affixed atop the force platform for each condition.

A significant surface by age interaction for minimum (p = 0.004) ML COM
displacement was observed (Fig. 4). The OA exhibited a smaller minimum
ML COM distance on the uneven (p = 0.001) and slick surfaces (p =
0.032), but not normal (p = 0.372) compared to YA.
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